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TravelMacedonia is a thesis, which explores the relationship between interactive design and 
marketing. Both are studied in respect to create an improved marketing system for Macedonia’s 
tourism, as it is under discovered. A website and app prototype are created in order to meet the 
goal of increasing awareness of Macedonia and desire to travel there. This topic is relevant to 
the field of design because of its importance in making the retrieval of information not only 
accessible, but also to provide this information in an easily accessible and readable way.
The website is designed to surprise users of how interesting Macedonia is and to trigger them 
to want to visit Macedonia with attractive photos and information. To further relate to readers, 
a survey of interest will be incorporated. Users answer questions and are given suggested 
itineraries based on what they look for in a trip. In addition, people can find information 
on traveling to Macedonia, including landmarks, places to eat, and hotels. There is also cultural 
information available for a more in-depth experience. Users will be encouraged to download 
the app if they decide that they are going to visit the country. The app prototype is for users 
that have decided to travel to Macedonia. It serves as a guide of how to make the most of where 
you are in the country. Here you can find advice on which places to travel to in Macedonia based 
on your interests. There is also information on culture and how to say useful things 
in the Macedonian language.
Overall, this thesis aims to improve the general knowledge and travel of Macedonia. As of now, 
Macedonia is considered a mysterious country because not many people know about it. With the 
application of this thesis, this will change.
Keywords: Interactive Design, Information Design, Graphic Design, App Design,  
User Experience, User Interface, Photography, Travel, Macedonia
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Introduction
Located in Europe, Macedonia —also known as FYROM (Former Yugoslav Republic of 
Macedonia)— is a country that has recently become more recognized for tourism, but only 
slightly. Travelers see Macedonia as a country with mystery, as it has not been as discovered by 
tourism as other regularly visited countries, such as Greece1. There is not a lot of information on 
traveling Macedonia, and what can be found is not presented in a user-friendly manner.
One of the most important factors in getting information about traveling to Macedonia to the 
public is how it is currently presented and accessibility of the information. Designers hold the 
task of creating a user-friendly environment where people are able to easily learn about traveling 
to Macedonia and what can be discovered. This is a clear marketing and design problem. 
I used Macedonia as the subject content due to my own cultural background and my desire 
to learn more about my heritage. I have designed a website that effectively distributes textual 
information and imagery intended to interest users in traveling Macedonia. I aim to have  
a personal connection with each user who uses TravelMacedonia, which is accomplished  
with a short survey that the user takes in order to create an itinerary that caters to their interests 
and specifications.
I have also created an app prototype that users access while traveling throughout Macedonia 
to be used as a guide. Both the website and app will have the same branding so they are cohesive. 
I will take the target audience into consideration upon using the principles of design to create 
my graphics, as I expect them to be very diverse. This thesis will incorporate my design expertise 
and interactive skills, as well as allow information about Macedonia to be more accessible to a 
broader audience.




100 Greatest Trips. Travel + Leisure. 
New York City: American Express Publishing.
This book helps us successfully design for print by using projects from the Adobe Creative Suite. 
Along the way, Conover provides facts about graphic design and print design. I think this book is 
more of a beginner’s approach to design and I’m not sure it will be a proper resource.
The Economics of Tourism Destinations.  
Candela, Guido. Springer Berlin Heidelberg, 2012.
Candela provides a close examination of an economic look at tourism. Different topics discussed 
in this book include definitions and key concepts, the tourism markets, microeconomics of 
tourism, and sustainable tourism. The economic issues in this book are approached intuitively and 
provide examples and case studies.
Europe Through the Back Door. 
Rick Steves. California: Avalon Travel Publishing, 2014.
This book is a great resource when planning a trip to Europe. There are a lot of travel suggestions, 
as Steves provides excellent insider tips and valuable information to users. Inside you are able to 
find lots of advice about blending in with locals of travel destinations, but also web links that can 
lead users to deeper information. 
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Four Seasons of Travel: 400 of the World’s Best Destinations  
for Winter, Spring, Summer, and Fall. 
National Geographic. Washington, D.C.: National Geographic.
It is likely that different people engage in travel at different times, so National Geographic 
takes a look at where to go and what to do there during the four different seasons.  This book is 
useful because it is geared towards a large audience because of the many different types of trips 
included. 
The Travel Book: A Journey Through Every Country in the World. 
Lonely Planet. Lonely Planet, 2011.
Every country in the world has at least a two page spread of information in this book.  You will 
learn things like the best time to visit, top things to see, top things to do, a general summary of 
each country, along with an image that represents the country. While Lonely Planet provides 
a great resource for general information on each country, there isn’t much information as far as 
tourism statistics or how one would travel to or within the country. 
Interactive Design
Digital Design Essentials: 100 Ways to Design Better Desktop, Web, and Mobile Interfaces.
Lal, Raj. Digital Design Essentials: 100 Ways to Design Better Desktop, Web, and Mobile 
Interfaces. Beverly Massachusetts: Rockport Publishers, 2013.
Lal provides a comprehensive guide to UI design. Some examples of topics include desk, mobile, 
and web design. The content is recent and is able to be applied to today’s design standards. This 
book is both designed well and easy to read. 
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The Fundamentals of Interactive Design.
Salmond, Michael and Ambrose, Gavin. The Fundamentals of Interactive Design.  
London: AVA Publishing.
Here we are introduced to the key elements of interactive design. The authors use interactive 
experiences to create an engaging and exciting layout for this book. Readers are able to learn 
more about audience usability, social media, motion and interactivity, and more. There are many 
visual examples in this book, including sketches and structures. I enjoy the layout of this book.
Interactive Design: An Introduction to the Theory and Application of User-Centered Design. 
Pratt, Andy and Nunes, Jason. Beverly, Massachusetts: Rockport Publishers, 2012.
Pratt and Nunes deliver many key points of designing for screen. In this well designed book, they 
stress learning to design for screen’s importance by insisting that screens are everywhere. Some of 
the topics include user research, usability testing, and the future of interactive design. I enjoy that 
this book seems to be recently published, therefore the content still applies to interactive design 
today.
Screen Design Manual: Communicating Effectively Through Multimedia. 
Thissen, Frank. Screen Design Manual: Communicating Effectively Through Multimedia. 
Germany: Springer-Verlag Berlin Heidelberg, 2004.
Here Thissen explains the screen layout, emotion, interaction, and other topics of screen design. 
This book appealed to me by title, but as I skim through the content I am not as interested. I 
found very bland facts about color theory, such as “Brown is the color of filth, of excrement”. I 
also think this book is too old, as Thissen explains some things and includes CD-ROM’s.
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Simple and Usable: Web, Mobile, and Interaction Design.
Colborne, Giles. Simple and Usable: Web, Mobile, and Interaction Design. Berkeley, 
California: New Riders, 2011.
Giles uses humor, quotes, case studies, and examples that simplicity is a powerful way of 
designing. Every other page is a picture of an example of simplistic design. Some examples of 
lessons that Giles provides in this book include simplifying sentences by removing words, options 
and preferences, and smart defaults. We learn less about the actual design elements, and focus on 
the “less is more” approach. This book seems like an easy and quick read.
Graphic Design
100 Things Every Designer Needs to Know About People. 
Weinschenk, Susan. 100 Things Every Designer Needs to Know About People. Berkeley, 
California: New Riders, 2011.
Since Weinschenk is a Ph.D. in Psychology and has a career in applying psychology to the design 
of technology, we are taught about how people respond to our design. This book compares actual 
science and examples to teach designers what is and isn’t efficient in designing for people. Some 
examples of lessons that are taught include text length, what makes memories stick, and which 
fonts are better than others.
The Big Book of Layouts. 
Collins Design. The Big Book of Layouts. New York, NY: HarperCollinsPublishers, 2010.
The Big Book of Layouts has minimal text and just visual examples of different types of layouts. 
The majority of the examples are printed pieces, including invitations, brochures, and tickets. 
There s a lot of different examples and all of them look successful. I think something can be 
learned from the majority of these pieces.
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Graphic Design Theory 
Armstrong, Helen. Graphic Design Theory. New York, NY: Princeton Architectural Press, 
2009.
Here we learn about the evolution of graphic design. Armstrong reminds us that there was a 
time with design before the birth of technology. This book is filled with facts about the history of 
graphic design, as well as graphic design standards today.
Print Design
Designing for Print. 
Conover, Charles. Designing for Print. Hoboken, NJ: John Wiley & Sons, 2011.
This book helps us successfully design for print by using projects from the Adobe Creative Suite. 
Along the way, Conover provides facts about graphic design and print design. I think this book is 
more of a beginner’s approach to design and I’m not sure it will be a proper resource.
Other
Which Way to Go?: Placemaking, Wayfinding, and Signage Design. 
Abellan, Michael. Monsa: Bilingual Edition, 2012.
Written less than a year ago, this bilingual book Miguel Abellan the opportunity to present 
to us the influence that signage, placemaking, and wayfinding have on our daily lives in our 
environment. Abellan does a thorough job of showing the importance of design and graphics in 
many different scenario examples, and how they can be more successful. The book itself is full of 
images and illustrations with examples of different instances of signage and ways that it is used 
throughout the world, and how these different types of signage, wayfinding, and signage are 




My family is full Macedonian, and I am part of the first generation to live in the United 
States. We are very involved in our Macedonian Orthodox church and very close with other 
Macedonians living here. While I feel like I am constantly learning about my culture and 
heritage, I knew that this thesis was the perfect opportunity to dig further.
My initial inspiration for TravelMacedonia came from on line blogs and opinions of people 
who had recently visited Macedonia. I noticed other Macedonians on social media sites posting 
blogs and articles about how the country Since Macedonia isn’t as popular of a country to visit as 
others in Europe, a lot of the posts were written by people who had not planned on going there. 
For example, a travel blogger that referred to herself as “Adventurous Kate” dedicated an entire 
post about her pleasantly surprising experience in Macedonia.
 “I fell into Macedonia on a whim — I needed somewhere to go for two weeks in between 
 Istanbul and Dubai while Mario went to South Africa. Skopje popped up as a cheap  
 flight from Istanbul, and I booked that flight in no time at all.”
 Kate McCulley, AdventurousKate.com
Surveying
In order to achieve my goal, I felt it would be beneficial to survey both people who have and have 
not visited Macedonia (fig. 23-33 in Appendix). People who had visited Macedonia would be 
able to give feedback and opinions on different things about visiting the country. People who had 
not visited would be able to give feedback on things that they look for in traveling to a country 
like Macedonia, and what would spark their interest in actually making the trip.
2 McCulley,Kate, AdventurousKate, http://www.adventurouskate.com/, Accessed November 10, 2013.
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Gathering Content
Initially, TravelMacedonia was given a “family-feel” in order for users to feel as if they were being 
invited to the country on a more personal level. To achieve this, I collected candid photos of 
family while in Macedonia; specifically photos of them that included important landmarks and 
places of interest. I was also reluctant to have many family members still living in different parts 
of the country, giving me the ability to obtain photos of whatever I needed (fig. 1).
The purpose of TravelMacedonia was to prove to users that regardless of demographics or 
interests, there is something for everyone to do when visiting Macedonia. With a large target 
audience, I was faced with the difficulty in distributing a lot of information in an understandable 
way. Organizing the information based on what I received from surveys into a wire-frame for my 
website, which would later be considered for the app (fig. 2).
Fig. 1, Violeta Mangovski




In order to relate to the country, it was important to incorporate assets that represented 
Macedonia. Some of these included the colors of the Macedonian flag (fig. 3) and different 
patterns that are often used in clothes, carpets, and other fabrics. My goal was to include these 
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Fig. 2, Violeta Mangovski
Initial wire-frame
Created with Adobe Illustrator
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I began designing the logo for TravelMacedonia with the thought of “invitation”. It was not 
meant to have a corporate feel, but rather a more organic design. After a few different ideas, I 
decided to create a logo (fig. 4, 5) that represented someone welcoming others into their world, 
following my mood board.
With my collected photos, content from family members and mood board, I felt it was an 
appropriate time to begin planning and prototyping the website by making my initial mock-ups 
(fig. 6). Since Macedonia was a country with diverse activities and a lot of things to do and see, 
organizing how I wanted to feed users this information became a challenge. 
Fig. 3, Violeta Mangovski
Macedonian Flag






Fig. 4-5, Violeta Mangovski
Original logo design for TravelMacedonia
Created with Adobe Illustrator
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TravelMacedonia’s target audience was rather broad, so I included a page where family members 
of different demographics shared tips and opinions on what they liked to do while in Macedonia 
(fig. 7). This way, it would be likely that users could to relate to one of the family members and 
take advice from someone with the same interests as them. 
Macedonia














Fig. 6, Violeta Mangovski
TravelMacedonia index page (original idea)









Do not address or discuss politics that 
Macedonians have with Greeks about 
their heritage.
Musaka from Letna Bavca Kaneo Be sure to visit the many wineries and 








Although many people are fluent in 
English, it may be helpful to learn simple 
Macedonian phrases.
Musaka from Letna Bavca Kaneo Be sure to visit the many wineries and 








Visit in the summer so you can go to 
Gradiste in Ohrid. It is a summer camping 
place for young people to socialize.
Musaka from Letna Bavca Kaneo Be sure to visit the many wineries and 








Although many people are fluent in 
English, it may be helpful to learn simple 
Macedonian phrases
Musaka from Letna Bavca Kaneo Be sure to visit the many wineries and 
induldge in Macedonian Wine
Copyright 2014 TravelMacedonia








Fig. 7, Violeta Mangovski
TravelMacedonia suggestion page example (original idea)
Created with Adobe Illustrator
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The “Why You Need to Visit” page (fig. 8) provided a visual representation of all of the different 
things people could do while visiting Macedonia.
Why You Need to Visit
Beautiful Scenery Delicious Wine & Food
learn more >
Endless Activities Inexpensive 
Welcoming People
Historical Sights






why you need 
to visit
learn more > learn more >
learn more > learn more > learn more >
Copyright 2014 TravelMacedonia
Fig. 8, Violeta Mangovski
TravelMacedonia “Why you need to visit” page (original idea)
Created with Adobe Illustrator
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Initial Feedback / Confusion
There were problems with the initial design and thought process of TravelMacedonia:
1) Instead of a “family feel”, the website appeared to look corporate. 
2) The navigation wording was confusing. “Come Visit Us” did not make sense because my family 
doesn’t currently live in Macedonia. 
3) Viewers did not feel that the images were aesthetic or professional enough to want to visit 
Macedonia.
4) Viewers did not feel that TravelMacedonia would be a site that they would trust.
New Ideas
I decided to completely re-think TravelMacedonia. Instead of users having to read and sort 
through lengthy content about all of the reasons to travel to Macedonia, I created a short survey 
that users would fill out and get an itinerary that would include things that they are interested 
in and cater to their travel needs. The app, that is meant to be used while in Macedonia, would 
look up which itinerary the user was given and guide them throughout the trip.  These new 
implications and the use of professional images did not allow for a “family feel”. Instead, 
TravelMacedonia would have a corporate look, reflected in the new logo (fig. 9).
TravelMacedonia
Fig. 9, Violeta Mangovski
TravelMacedonia Logo
Created with Adobe Illustrator
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Instead on focusing on “invitation”, the new logo reflects two important features of Macedonia: 
the mountains and the sun. 
 “The Macedonian Sun is undoubtedly the oldest symbol in the world that still survives as 
 cultural symbol of the Macedonians.” 2
 History of Macedonia, Website
Re-Design
Users would be introduced to the website by a short description on what TravelMacedonia is 
(fig. 10). From there, users would click “Start” and begin their questions. First, users would give 
feedback on who they would be traveling with. This is important because a family traveling 
throughout the country may not have the same travel interests and needs as a group of friends 
(fig. 11). 
Fig. 10, Violeta Mangovski
TravelMacedonia index page
Created with Adobe Illustrator, Adobe Photoshop, and Adobe Dreamweaver
2 “The Macedonian Sun.” The History of Macedonia. Accessed September 1, 2014. http://www.historyofmacedonia.org/Macedoniansymbols/MacedonianSun.html.
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Next, users are asked what type of trip they are interested in (fig. 12). Macedonia has a lot of 
different activities and sights to cater to different people. 
After answering these two questions, users are shown the itineraries that match their wants and 
needs. Each itinerary page includes a description of their trip, a map of the route, and a list of 
sights organized by each day (fig. 13). 
Fig. 12, Violeta Mangovski
TravelMacedonia “What kind of trip do you prefer?” page
Created with Adobe Illustrator, Adobe Photoshop, and Adobe Dreamweaver
Fig. 11, Violeta Mangovski
TravelMacedonia “Who are you traveling with?” page
Created with Adobe Illustrator, Adobe Photoshop, and Adobe Dreamweaver
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Imagery
TravelMacedonia is very image heavy. In order for users to want to visit the country, I used 
professional aesthetic imagery of Macedonia purchased by Shutterstock.com, which had a wide 
range of photos to choose from (fig. 14). 
Fig. 13, Violeta Mangovski
TravelMacedonia “What kind of trip do you prefer?” page
Created with Adobe Illustrator, Adobe Photoshop, and Adobe Dreamweaver
Fig. 14, Shutterstock.com
Example photos found by searching “Macedonia”
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Because of the layout of images that filled the screen, it was necessary to carefully pick and place 
images to give a cohesive design. When images had different color tones, they were brought into 
Photoshop and color matched (fig. 15).
Content Management
Content management was a place where TravelMacedonia could have been improved. I found 
that the more I worked on TravelMacedonia, the more files I had to organize. This forced me to 
create a content management system for the project. Each combination of answers created a new 
web page. In total, this would mean creating sixteen different itineraries, based on which choices 
the user went with.
To help solve this problem, I assigned each topic’s choices with a number. For the “Who are you 
traveling with” page, I created four different pages for each possible answer. “Solo” was number 
1,  “Friends” was number 2, “Couple” was number 3, and “Family” was number 4. From here, each 
choice brought users to separate “What kind of trip do you prefer?” pages, but they appear to be 
the same as one another. If the user chose “Solo”, they are directed to “What1.hmtl”, while if they 
chose “Family”, they were brought to “What4.hml”. Each of these types of trips are numbered 
Fig. 15, Adobe Photoshop
Color Matching Images Process
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the same way. The choice “Indulgent” was number 1, “Adventurous” was number 2, “Couple” was 
number 3, and a mix was number 4. When the user chooses which kind of trip they would like 
to take, they are directed to an itinerary page. Each combination of answers creates a different 
itinerary page, using the combination of numbers. For example, if the user chose to travel solo (1) 
and a historical (2) type of trip, they would be brought to “Itinerary_12.html” (fig. 16). If the user 
chooses to travel with family on an indulgent trip, they are directed to “Itinerary_41.html”  
(fig. 17).
An abundant amount of imagery is used in TravelMacedonia. Like HTML files, images were 
organized in folders based on what users chose seeing as how different choices had different 
images to represent them. Using the same number convention, I created folders based on the 
numbering system previously stated. For example, images found on the “Itinerary_42.html” page 
were found in a folder titled “42”.
As expected, this was probably not the most practical way to organize content and created 
confusion throughout the project. Instead, I think exploring different javascript methods to 
compile all trip types in one page and the different itineraries in each sub page would have been 
beneficial and caused less confusion. Still, TravelMacedonia’s current method works.
Fig. 16, Violeta Mangovski
Itinerary 12
Created with Adobe Illustrator, Adobe Photoshop,  
and Adobe Dreamweaver
Fig. 17, Violeta Mangovski
Itinerary 41
Created with Adobe Illustrator, Adobe Photoshop,  
and Adobe Dreamweaver
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App / Digital Publishing
TravelMacedonia’s main deliverable was a website, but an app to be used as a guide while in the 
country was also a main component of this thesis. The app was created with Adobe InDesign’s 
Digital Publishing software and designed for an Apple iPad. When users received their itinerary 
from the website, they were encouraged to download the app. At the opening page of the app 
(fig. 18), users are able to select which itinerary they decided to choose from. If they had not 
chosen an itinerary, they have the opportunity to make one.
Fig. 18, Violeta Mangovski
App opening page
Created with Adobe Illustrator, Adobe Photoshop, and Adobe InDesign Digital Publishing Suite
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After choosing an itinerary, a homepage for that itinerary appears with information about that 
specific trip (fig. 19). 
Fig. 19, Violeta Mangovski
App itinerary description page
Created with Adobe Illustrator, Adobe Photoshop, and Adobe InDesign Digital Publishing Suite
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When the user decides to start that itinerary, they are directed to a list of sights, organized by 
which day they visit them (fig. 20).
Fig. 20, Violeta Mangovski
App places page
Created with Adobe Illustrator, Adobe Photoshop, and Adobe InDesign Digital Publishing Suite
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To view more information on any of the places, the user is given the opportunity to click the 
place. Here, the user is shown a short description, photos, reviews, and directions from where they 
are located (fig. 21).
Fig. 21, Violeta Mangovski
App opening page
Created with Adobe Illustrator, Adobe Photoshop, and Adobe InDesign Digital Publishing Suite
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At any point of using the app, the user has the option to view general information such as hotels, 
restaurants, language guide, map, etc through a pull-down menu (fig. 22). 
App Design Complications
While it is not something in my control, Adobe had sign in issues while I was trying to create 
this app. I also ran into a few avoidable complications with designing this app I decided to create 
each page in Adobe Illustrator, save it as a PDF, and place each of these pages into InDesign. 
This was doable, but became frustrating to organize. In the future, I would use Adobe Illustrator 
only where it is necessary and save all assets as links for Adobe InDesign. I think this would help 
to create a better organized system.
Fig. 22, Violeta Mangovski
App pull down menu
Created with Adobe Illustrator, Adobe Photoshop, and Adobe InDesign Digital Publishing Suite
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Summary
Usability Testing / Results
I was reluctant enough to be able to show a group of individuals from my church who are all 
Macedonian and have visited the country. While I did not receive much constructive criticism, I 
found this to be a very rewarding experience because of the positive remarks I received.
 “I absolutely love this. I was born in Macedonia and I still wish I had access to something 
 like this when I went back and visited. Very cool!”
 Maggie Postolovska
A good portion of my usability testing was done at Imagine RIT in May 2014. At this point, 
not many itinerary pages were done, I was forced to guide users into choosing one that was. 
This didn’t seem to be much of a problem, as they were still able to understand the purpose of 
TravelMacedonia. After migrating through TravelMacedonia, I had users complete a short but 
thorough survey, questioning their demographic, background knowledge of the topic, and design 
and usability questions. 
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Feedback relating to imagery:
I was pleased to find that including aesthetic imagery of Macedonia was one of the main reasons 

















Significance of the Project
Creating TravelMacedonia was undoubtedly one of the biggest challenges I’ve been faced with. 
While I was comfortable with HTML/CSS before starting this project, I did not know enough 
at that point to complete it the way I wanted it to be. This was also my first time creating an app 
with Adobe Digital Publishing Suite.
Time management also proved to play an important role in the completion and my satisfaction 
in TravelMacedonia. It was imperative that I kept track of how much time I had until the final 
defense and how much work needed to be done each week. Some weeks, not enough work was 
done. Other weeks were overloaded to make up for it.
Most importantly, I am fortunate to say that TravelMacedonia gave me the motivation to learn 
more about my culture and connect with my relatives who live there. I have a closer relationship 
with certain family members who helped me complete this project because of it. 
New Questions Generated
At this point in the project, I have some ideas to further TravelMacedonia. Implementing 
social media and other forms of marketing to create traffic to the website would be a start to 
implementing TravelMacedonia in real life. 
I would also consider redoing the app. As of now, the app is useful for informational guidance, 
but I’d prefer that it was more interactive with the user. 
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TravelMacedonia
A Solution for the Discovery of Macedonia as a Place of Travel
Master of Fine Arts in Visual Communication Design
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TravelMacedonia: A Solution for the Discovery of Macedonia 
as a Place of Travel is a thesis, which explores the relationship between 
interactive design and marketing. Both are studied in respect to create an 
improved marketing system for Macedonia’s tourism, as it is under discovered. 
A website and app prototype are created in order to meet the goal of 
increasing awareness of Macedonia and desire to travel there.
This topic is relevant to the field of design because of its importance in making 
the retrieval of information not only accessible, but also to provide this 
information in an easily accessible and readable way.
The website is designed to surprise users of how interesting Macedonia 
is and to trigger them to want to visit Macedonia with attractive photos 
and information. To further relate to readers, a survey of interest will be 
incorporated. Users answer questions and are given suggested itineraries 
based on what they look for in a trip. In addition, people can find information 
on traveling to Macedonia, including landmarks, places to eat, and hotels. 
There is also cultural information available for a more in-depth experience. 
Users will be encouraged to download the app if they decide that they are 
going to visit the country.
The app prototype is for users that have decided to travel to Macedonia. It 
serves as a guide of how to make the most of where you are in the country. 
Here you can find advice on which places to travel to in Macedonia based 
on your interests. There is also information on culture and how to say useful 
things in the Macedonian language.
Overall, this thesis aims to improve the general knowledge and travel of 
Macedonia. As of now, Macedonia is considered a mysterious country because 
not many people know about it. With the application of this thesis, 
this will change.
Keywords




Travel is very common activity where a person or group of people makes a 
journey of some length. Traveling is done for a variety of reasons, including 
business or pleasure. People may travel to visit family members, for a vacation, 
or to visit a different place in the world. Travel is also an industry. The travel 
and tourism industry holds several careers such as travel agents, lodging and 
catering, information and guiding, and tourist attractions.
There is a plethora of resources that people can use to find information 
about travel. The current generation has normalized the use of websites and 
applications on their mobile devices to access travel information. However, 
prior generations are still comfortable with printed non-digital pieces. 
Problem Statement
Located in Europe, Macedonia —also known as FYROM (Former Yugoslav 
Republic of Macedonia)— is a country that has recently become more 
recognized for tourism, but only slightly. Travelers see Macedonia as a country 
with mystery, as it has not been as discovered by tourism as other regularly 
visited countries, such as Greece1. There is not a lot of information on traveling 
Macedonia, and what can be found is not presented in a user-friendly manner.
One of the most important factors in getting information about traveling 
Macedonia to the public is how it is presented and accessibility of the 
information. Designers hold the task of creating a user-friendly environment 
where people are able to easily learn about traveling Macedonia and what can 
be discovered. This is a clear marketing and design problem. 
I am using Macedonia as the subject content due to my own cultural 
background and my desire to learn more about my heritage. I will be designing 
a website that will effectively distribute textual information and imagery and 
will spark interest in traveling Macedonia. I aim to have a personal connection 
with each user, which will be accomplished with a short survey that the 
user can take in order to create an itinerary that caters to their interests and 
specifications.
1 Molz, Jennie Germann, Travel Connections, (Florence, KY, USA: Routledge, 2012), pg 5-7.
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I will then create an app prototype that users access while traveling Macedonia 
which will be used for a guide. Both the website and app will have the same 
branding so they are cohesive. To create traffic to both the site and app, I 
will also create advertisements that will be designed to be posted to travel 
websites (i.e. Expedia). I will take the target audience into consideration upon 
using the principles of design to create my graphics, as I expect them to be 
very diverse. This thesis will incorporate my design expertise and interactive 





100 Greatest Trips. Travel + Leisure. New York City: American Express 
Publishing.
This book helps us successfully design for print by using projects from the 
Adobe Creative Suite. Along the way, Conover provides facts about graphic 
design and print design. I think this book is more of a beginner’s approach to 
design and I’m not sure it will be a proper resource.
The Economics of Tourism Destinations. Candela, Guido. 
Springer Berlin Heidelberg, 2012.
Candela provides a close examination of an economic look at tourism. 
Different topics discussed in this book include definitions and key concepts, 
the tourism markets, microeconomics of tourism, and sustainable tourism. The 
economic issues in this book are approached intuitively and provide examples 
and case studies.
Europe Through the Back Door. Rick Steves. California: Avalon Travel 
Publishing, 2014.
This book is a great resource when planning a trip to Europe. There are a lot 
of travel suggestions, as Steves provides excellent insider tips and valuable 
information to users. Inside you are able to find lots of advice about blending 
in with locals of travel destinations, but also web links that can lead users to 
deeper information. 
Four Seasons of Travel: 400 of the World’s Best Destinations for Winter, 
Spring, Summer, and Fall. National Geographic. Washington, D.C.: 
National Geographic.
It is likely that different people engage in travel at different times, so National 
Geographic takes a look at where to go and what to do there during the four 
different seasons.  This book is useful because it is geared towards a large 
audience because of the many different types of trips included. 
The Travel Book: A Journey Through Every Country in the World. Lonely 
Planet. Lonely Planet, 2011.
Every country in the world has at least a two page spread of information in 
this book.  You will learn things like the best time to visit, top things to see, 
top things to do, a general summary of each country, along with an image 
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that represents the country. While Lonely Planet provides a great resource for 
general information on each country, there isn’t much information as far as 
tourism statistics or how one would travel to or within the country. 
Interactive Design
Digital Design Essentials: 100 Ways to Design Better Desktop, Web, 
and Mobile Interfaces.
Lal, Raj. Digital Design Essentials: 100 Ways to Design Better Desktop, Web, 
and Mobile Interfaces. Beverly Massachusetts: Rockport Publishers, 2013.
Lal provides a comprehensive guide to UI design. Some examples of topics include 
desk, mobile, and web design. The content is recent and is able to be applied to 
today’s design standards. This book is both designed well and easy to read. 
The Fundamentals of Interactive Design.
Salmond, Michael and Ambrose, Gavin. The Fundamentals of Interactive 
Design. London: AVA Publishing.
Here we are introduced to the key elements of interactive design. The authors 
use interactive experiences to create an engaging and exciting layout for this 
book. Readers are able to learn more about audience usability, social media, 
motion and interactivity, and more. There are many visual examples in this 
book, including sketches and structures. I enjoy the layout of this book.
Interactive Design: An Introduction to the Theory and Application of User-
Centered Design.
Pratt, Andy and Nunes, Jason. Beverly, Massachusetts: Rockport Publishers, 
2012.
Pratt and Nunes deliver many key points of designing for screen. In this 
well designed book, they stress learning to design for screen’s importance 
by insisting that screens are everywhere. Some of the topics include user 
research, usability testing, and the future of interactive design. I enjoy that 
this book seems to be recently published, therefore the content still applies to 
interactive design today.
Screen Design Manual: Communicating Effectively Through Multimedia.
Thissen, Frank. Screen Design Manual: Communicating Effectively Through 
Multimedia. Germany: Springer-Verlag Berlin Heidelberg, 2004.
Here Thissen explains the screen layout, emotion, interaction, and other topics 
of screen design. This book appealed to me by title, but as I skim through the 
content I am not as interested. I found very bland facts about color theory, 
such as “Brown is the color of filth, of excrement”. I also think this book is too 
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old, as Thissen explains some things and includes CD-ROM’s.
Simple and Usable: Web, Mobile, and Interaction Design.
Colborne, Giles. Simple and Usable: Web, Mobile, and Interaction Design. 
Berkeley, California: New Riders, 2011.
Giles uses humor, quotes, case studies, and examples that simplicity is a 
powerful way of designing. Every other page is a picture of an example of 
simplistic design. Some examples of lessons that Giles provides in this book 
include simplifying sentences by removing words, options and preferences, 
and smart defaults. We learn less about the actual design elements, and focus 
on the “less is more” approach. This book seems like an easy and quick read.
Graphic Design
100 Things Every Designer Needs to Know About People.
Weinschenk, Susan. 100 Things Every Designer Needs to Know About 
People. Berkeley, California: New Riders, 2011.
Since Weinschenk is a Ph.D. in Psychology and has a career in applying 
psychology to the design of technology, we are taught about how people 
respond to our design. This book compares actual science and examples 
to teach designers what is and isn’t efficient in designing for people. Some 
examples of lessons that are taught include text length, what makes memories 
stick, and which fonts are better than others.
The Big Book of Layouts.
Collins Design. The Big Book of Layouts. New York, NY: 
HarperCollinsPublishers, 2010.
The Big Book of Layouts has minimal text and just visual examples of different 
types of layouts. The majority of the examples are printed pieces, including 
invitations, brochures, and tickets. There s a lot of different examples and all of 
them look successful. I think something can be learned from the majority of 
these pieces.
Graphic Design Theory
Armstrong, Helen. Graphic Design Theory. New York, NY: Princeton 
Architectural Press, 2009.
Here we learn about the evolution of graphic design. Armstrong reminds us 
that there was a time with design before the birth of technology. This book is 





Conover, Charles. Designing for Print. Hoboken, NJ: John Wiley & Sons, 2011.
This book helps us successfully design for print by using projects from the 
Adobe Creative Suite. Along the way, Conover provides facts about graphic 
design and print design. I think this book is more of a beginner’s approach to 
design and I’m not sure it will be a proper resource.
Other
Which Way to Go?: Placemaking, Wayfinding, and Signage Design.
Abellan, Michael. Monsa: Bilingual Edition, 2012.
Written less than a year ago, this bilingual book Miguel Abellan the 
opportunity to present to us the influence that signage, placemaking, and 
wayfinding have on our daily lives in our environment. Abellan does a 
thorough job of showing the importance of design and graphics in many 
different scenario examples, and how they can be more successful. The book 
itself is full of images and illustrations with examples of different instances of 
signage and ways that it is used throughout the world, and how these different 
types of signage, wayfinding, and signage are designed with the intention of 
relating to the users. 
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Design Ideation
It is important that all three of these pieces are designed to clearly relate to 
the topic. With this idea, designed will be influenced by Macedonia’s flag, a 
“scrapbook feel” and cultural experience. 
Although there are already some similar websites and apps already in 
existence, it is evident that the information is not easily understood because 
of the way that it is designed. Many do not look like they relate to the country 




This thesis is broken into three deliverables, all of which are screen designs. 
This includes a website, app prototype, and web advertisements. In order to 
create a cohesive design structure, all will have the same or similar design 
elements such as color palette and structure. 
For the most part, all three deliverables will target the same audience. The 
advertisements and website will target men and women from ages 25-50 who 
are interested in travel. The app will then target people in this audience who 
choose to rely on technology to make the most of their trip and would like 
a guide while in Macedonia. It will also be required to have an Apple iPhone 
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All components are interactive. The first things the users will see are the web 
advertisements, which will be designed for the intention of placing them on 
related high traffic websites, such as Expedia. There will be three different 
designs for the web advertisements, all of which include a short tag line. 
Upon clicking the advertisements, users are brought to the website. 
Information that will be displayed on the website includes a background of my 
family and culture, information on traveling to Macedonia, and an introduction 
to the travel app. Because of the different types of information, 
I am choosing to use a drop down menu to display the different topics. One of 
these topics is the mobile app that will be advertised.
The mobile app will be designed for an Apple iPhone running iOS7. Although 
designing for the iPad was considered, it is unlikely that users will use an iPad 
while navigating throughout Macedonia or any country they travel to. Simple 
icons will be used for navigation to make it easier on the user. Since it is a 
prototype, the final product will be an animation showing the main functions 
of the app.
Implementation Strategies
First, the web advertisements will be created with Adobe Photoshop and 
Illustrator. There will be several formats of various sizes. First, a “full banner” will 
be created at the size of 468x60 pixels. Next, a “half page ad” will be created at 
the size of 300x600 pixels. Last, a “square pop up” will be created at 250x250 
pixels. If these sizes don’t seem to work, other sizes will be explored.
The website will be created with Adobe DreamWeaver, Photoshop, and 
Illustrator. In order to ensure that none of my work will be completely lost if 
something happens, I will be backing up all files weekly or as I feel appropriate. 
Allthree deliverables will be designed cohesively to be sure users can make the 
connection between the three. 
The app prototype will be created with Adobe Illustrator, Photoshop, and 
AfterEffects to create an animation of the app. This will demonstrate how the 
app will look and how it functions. 
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Dissemination
I plan on uploading my thesis to sites like openthesis.org, proquest.org, and 
coolinfographics.com. I will also submit my finished thesis to graphics design 
competitions such as the AIGA Annual Design Competition, the Adobe Art 
Awards, the GSA Design Awards and the American Design Awards. 
I will be distributing my thesis to my fellow Macedonians at my church. 
Although there are many individuals who do not exactly fit the target 
audience of people who enjoy traveling, they will like to see something that 
relates to Macedonia, as there is not a lot of content available at this point.
Showing my thesis to the people at my church is both an enjoyable experience 
for them and an opportunity for publication. It is likely that if they are 
impressed with the idea, certain people will be interested in pursuing my 
thesis.
Evaluation Plan
I plan on testing my thesis on a group of people who fit my target audience. 
One location I plan on using is at ImagineRIT. Testing will be done in different 
stages of my design implementation in order to make changes as they are 
needed. My analysis will be both qualitative and quantitative as both are 
important information that can benefit my design process. I will adjust my 
design when I feel that the audience does not find it to be comprehensive.
Pragmatic Considerations
Purchase Domain   $35
Purchase Web Hosting Service  $100
Ad Placement on Travel Website(s) $200
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Fig. 23-26, Violeta Mangovski
Examples of initial surveys for TravelMacedonia
Surveys created with Adobe InDesign
Data Collection
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Fig. 27-30, Violeta Mangovski
Examples of initial surveys for TravelMacedonia
Surveys created with Adobe InDesign
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Fig. 31-33, Violeta Mangovski
Examples of initial surveys for TravelMacedonia
Surveys created with Adobe InDesign
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Coding Examples
1. Index Page: Image sideshow CSS animation
.cb-slideshow li:nth-child(1) span { background-image: url(../images/homepage/image1.jpg) } 
.cb-slideshow li:nth-child(2) span { 
    background-image: url(‘../images/homepage/image2.jpg’); 
    -webkit-animation-delay: 6s; 
    -moz-animation-delay: 6s; 
    -o-animation-delay: 6s; 
    -ms-animation-delay: 6s; 
    animation-delay: 6s; 
} 
.cb-slideshow li:nth-child(3) span { 
    background-image: url(‘../images/homepage/image3.jpg’); 
    -webkit-animation-delay: 12s; 
    -moz-animation-delay: 12s; 
    -o-animation-delay: 12s; 
    -ms-animation-delay: 12s; 
    animation-delay: 12s; 
} 
.cb-slideshow li:nth-child(4) span { 
    background-image: url(‘../images/homepage/image4.jpg’); 
    -webkit-animation-delay: 18s; 
    -moz-animation-delay: 18s; 
    -o-animation-delay: 18s; 
    -ms-animation-delay: 18s; 
    animation-delay: 18s; 
} 
.cb-slideshow li:nth-child(5) span { 
    background-image: url(‘../images/homepage/image5.jpg’); 
    -webkit-animation-delay: 24s; 
    -moz-animation-delay: 24s; 
    -o-animation-delay: 24s; 
    -ms-animation-delay: 24s; 
    animation-delay: 24s; 
} 
.cb-slideshow li:nth-child(6) span { 
    background-image: url(‘../images/homepage/image6.jpg’); 
    -webkit-animation-delay: 30s; 
    -moz-animation-delay: 30s; 
    -o-animation-delay: 30s; 
    -ms-animation-delay: 30s; 




2. Question Pages: Getting images to fill appropriate space
 <div class=”answer”> 
    <div class=”column”> 
      <div class=”option” style=”background-image: url(‘images/who/solo.jpg’); cursor:pointer;” 
onclick=”javascript:window.location=’what1.html’”> 
      <a href=”what1.html”><IMG style=”float:left; padding-top:0px;” SRC=”images/who/solo.png”></
a></div> 
      <div class=”option” style=”background-image: url(‘images/who/couple.jpg’); cursor:pointer;” 
onclick=”javascript:window.location=’what3.html’”> 
      <a href=”what3.html”><IMG style=”float:left; padding-top:0px;” SRC=”images/who/couple.
png”></a></div> 
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    </div> 
    <div class=”column”> 
      <div class=”option” style=”background-image: url(‘images/who/friends.jpg’); cursor:point-
er;” onclick=”javascript:window.location=’what2.html’”> 
      <a href=”what2.html”><IMG style=”float:left; padding-top:0px;” SRC=”images/who/friends_2.
png”></a></div> 
      <div class=”option” style=”background-image: url(‘images/who/family.jpg’); cursor:pointer;” 
onclick=”javascript:window.location=’what4.html’”> 
      <a href=”what4.html”><IMG style=”float:left; padding-top:0px;” SRC=”images/who/family.
png”></a></div> 




<div id=”clickMe”><img style=”width:100%” src=”images/nav/nav.png”></div> 
   
<div id=”picframe”> 
 <br><a style=”text-decoration:none;” href=”about.pdf” target=”_blank” ><p style=”col-
or:#fff;”>About Macedonia</p></a> 
        <a style=”text-decoration:none” href=”gallery.pdf”target=”_blank”><p style=”col-
or:#fff;”>Gallery</p></a> 
        <a style=”text-decoration:none” href=”hotels.pdf”target=”_blank”><p style=”col-
or:#fff;”>Hotels</p></a> 
        <a style=”text-decoration:none” href=”restaurants.pdf”target=”_blank”><p style=”col-
or:#fff;”>Restaurants</p></a> 
        <p style=”padding-top:0; padding-bottom:0; margin-top:0; margin-bottom:0;”><br>    
        </p> 
</div> 
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Hotel Tino <hoteltino@t-home.mk> Feb 1
to VIOLETA 
Dear Violeta
We allow you to use the pictures from Hotel Tino in your project.
Could you send us the final version of this project?
We wish you all the best.
Regards
Hotel Tino
Villa St. Sofija <contact@vilasofija.com.mk>Feb 1
to vlm1732 
Dear Violeta
You have our permission to use our contents that are posted on our website.
Good Luck with your project!
Best Regards
Villa St. Sofija - Ohrid
sfeneri@t-home.mk <sfeneri@t-home.mk> Feb 1
to vlm1732 
I have no problem using the contet of our websight spetialy if it helps promoting our hotel in 
USA If you need any mre informations please let us know Best reagrds Ljubica Musulanova Ristevska
Bitola Tourist Info <info@bitolatourist.info> Feb 12
to Violeta 
Dear Violeta
Sorry for the late response, your mail was marked as spam.
Yes you can use the photos, and if you want you can also use the photos from:
www.itarpejo.org
web portal about Mariovo region
www.whereismacedonia.org




Larissa Olenicoff <larissa@blonde-gypsy.com> Feb 12
to VIOLETA 
Hi Violeta,
Thanks for elaborating and sending that abstract over. Sounds really interesting! And I’d love to 
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